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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this Area Structure Plan (ASP) is to support a Land Use Bylaw amendment
application to rezone a portion of a 32.186 hectare Plan area from Agriculture Land Use Area to
Commercial Land Use Area. The site currently accommodates an automotive gas bar.
Expansion of the existing 1.01 hectare commercial use is required to allow for the addition of a
card lock truck fuelling facility to the gas bar and associated parking areas with provision for
future expansion to include drive‐thru type restaurants. The site is owned by Parkland Fuel
Corporation.
The gas bar has been providing service to local and regional residents at the same location since
the 1960’s. The expansion of the Fas Gas automotive gas bar will ensure a sustainable future in
a competitive market place.
Located on the NW¼ of 25‐34‐1‐5 the site is within the Future Growth Area as defined by the
Red Deer County Town of Bowden Intermunicipal Development Plan (IDP).
IDP Policy 2.1 allows for new development in the Future County Growth Area but requires that
an ASP be prepared in advance of Land Use Bylaw amendments to support such development.
In addition to compliance with the Bowden Intermunicipal Development Plan, this ASP is
composed to meet the requirements of Provincial Planning legislation, Alberta Municipal
Government Act (MGA), Revised Statues of Alberta 2000, Chapter M‐26 and the Red Deer
County Area Structure Plan Terms of Reference.
Section 633 of the MGA requires that ASPs must describe:
i. the sequence of development proposed for the area,
ii. the land uses proposed for the area, either generally or with respect to specific parts of the area,
iii. the density of population proposed for the area either generally or with respect to specific parts
of the area, and
iv. may contain any other matters the council considers necessary.

2.

SITE CONTEXT

2.1 Location and Legal Description
The Plan area is located adjacent the northbound lanes on the east side of QEII (Plan 941 1946)
some 0.8 kilometres north of the Town of Bowden (Figure 1 ‐ Location). The existing
automotive gas bar operation and the proposed card‐lock fueling facility will occupy the portion
of the remnant of the NW¼ of 25‐34‐1 W5M. Only the portion of the Plan area occupied by the
existing and proposed development comprising 3.85 hectares is proposed for redesignation.
The 28.336 hectare remainder of the Plan area will to continue the agricultural use.
2.2 Existing Developments and Current Land Use
A Fas Gas automotive gas bar is situated on a 1.01 hectare portion of the site currently
designated for commercial use and located central to the west Plan area boundary (Figure 2 –
Physical Features). The facility has four fuel pump islands with eight refueling bays and a
243.13m2 (2,600 ft2) On‐the‐Run convenience retail establishment.
Three 50,000 litre aboveground fuel storage tanks are located south of the retail establishment.
Paved access, egress and parking areas comprise the majority of the 1.01 hectare developed
area. A freestanding on‐premises sign is located to define the entrance to the gas bar.
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FIGURE 1 - LOCATION
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FIGURE 2 - PHYSICAL FEATURES

Power poles, overhead wires from the south and a local transformer provide power to the
existing and proposed developments. Telephone service is provided by an underground cable
crossing the highway south of the gas bar.
Potable water is obtained from a well located about 200 metres north of the convenience store
building.
A Canadian Natural Gas Utility right‐of‐way (Plan 7901 HC) runs about 400 metres east and
parallel to the west Plan area boundary. This line provides natural gas service to the On the Run
store. An Atco Gas and Pipelines Ltd. right‐of‐way (#081 220 177) extends into the Plan area
crossing the site north of the convenience store to intersect with the Canadian Western right‐
of‐way at a right angle. A FortisAlberta Inc. right‐of‐way (#881 175 249) extends into the Plan
area from the south parallel to the west Plan area boundary for about 200 metres and turns 90
degrees and crosses the west plan area boundary.
A square wastewater lagoon approximately 30 meters a side is centrally located to the Plan
area (Figure 2 – Physical Features). Permit number 263IJB‐09‐F0021 was issued for septic tanks
and the lagoon system in September 2009.
Much of the site is being used for agricultural purposes. Recent aerial photos indicate that the
Plan area is integrated with the agricultural parcel to the east. The land owner anticipates
continuing to lease the cultivated portion of the Plan area for agriculture.
The Plan area has been the subject of several environmental assessments and remediation
activities dating from 2005. The assessments concluded that varying levels of contamination
resulted from previously leaking fuel tanks. The tanks were removed in 2008 and remediation
efforts began and are ongoing. Appendix A includes a copy of the Remediation Work Plan.
2.3 Natural Features and Topography
The Plan area is relatively flat with an unnamed intermittent water course crossing diagonally
near the north and east site boundaries as shown on Figure 3 – Natural Features. The Plan area
slopes gently from north to south toward the creek. The northwest corner of the Plan area at
the intersection of the unnamed creek and the highway ditch is the lowest site elevation. A
storm water management feature is located near this natural low point.
The Land Suitability Rating System rates the polygon that includes the Plan area as 3HT(10)
meaning that the soils are: 3 ‐ moderately limited due to climate; H (inadequate heat units for
optimal growth); and, T (landscapes with slopes steep enough to incur a risk of water erosion or
to limit production). (10) is the number of tenths of the polygon (%100) to which the 3HT
applies. LSRS is a national rating system and due to climate Alberta has no Class 1 soils.
The cultivated area comprises the majority of the parcel with cleared areas evident in the
central and eastern parts of the Plan area. The rezoned area will be small relative to the
cultivated and undeveloped areas.
The undeveloped portions of the Plan area include three isolated areas:


A wooded area is located adjacent either side of an unnamed intermittent water
course crossing diagonally through the north east corner of the Plan area;



A finger of woodland is located centrally on the east Plan area boundary and
extends northwest a short distance of approximately 20 metres.



At the south end of the parcel a triangular shaped stand of trees surround a linear
water feature.
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FIGURE 3 - NATURAL FEATURES

2.4 Adjacent Land Use
Agricultural lands are located adjacent to the north, south and east Plan area boundaries. QEII
is adjacent the west Plan area boundary. QEII is Alberta’s major freeway. The section of the
limited access facility north of Bowden carries more than 31,000 vehicles a day with
summertime traffic peaking at almost 35,000 vehicles per day. A relatively high 14% percent of
vehicles are classified as trucks.
On the west side of the QEII the fragmented portion of the ¼ Section and the ¼ Section adjacent
to the west comprise the Parkland Refinery industrial area.

3.

POLICY CONTEXT

3.1 Red Deer County and Town of Bowden Intermunicipal Development Plan (IDP)
The Fas Gas Area Structure Plan is consistent with the vision and policies of the Red Deer
County and Town of Bowden IDP. The IDP was completed in 2009 and sets out the benefits of
the IDP including the following relevant introductory passages:
Enabling both parties to jointly consider the effects that a specific development in one
municipality might have on the other.
Obtaining certainty around the types of land use allowed within the urban fringe and the
development standards that will be applied.
Section 3.0 of the IDP being Land Use Concepts and Policy Areas established two policy area
designations outside the Town boundaries:
Rural Policy Area
The Rural Policy Area is that area where land uses will be guided by the Red Deer
County Municipal Development Plan. Land uses include predominantly agricultural
and related uses such as farmsteads and single country residential parcels. Other uses,
such as multi‐lot country residential development, may occur subject to the County
Municipal Development Plan policies.
Future County Growth Area
The Future County Growth area shown below is intended to accommodate primarily
commercial and industrial forms of development subject to a County approved area
structure plan. As new area structure plans are prepared and adopted it is intended
that their land use patterns will be consistent with the general patterns shown below.
The Goal of IDP Section 3.3 Commercial and Industrial Uses is:
To promote well planned commercial and industrial development that serves local
residents and contributes to regional and local economic development.
The Plan area is within the Future County Growth policy area. Relevant policies include:
Policy 3.3.3 Commercial and industrial development may occur in the Future County
Growth area:
Policy 3.3.4 Development of commercial and industrial areas shown on Map 1 beyond the
Town boundaries shall be preceded by the preparation and adoption of an area structure
plan; and,
Policy 3.3.5 Developments shall follow the highest standard set by the Highway 2/2A
Corridor Design Guidelines or the respective municipality’s Land Use Bylaw.
Completion of the ASP will satisfy to requirements of Section 3.0 of the IDP.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

The Economic Development and Fiscal Health section (4.0) of the IDP sets a goal and three
objectives
Goal: To enhance wealth generation and employment opportunities within Bowden
and the surrounding area’s local economy.
Objectives:
1. To foster economic development for the Bowden area by recognizing the needs of both
municipalities and the local economy.
2. To work together in providing a land base and land use pattern capable of supporting a
range of appropriate economic activities.
3. To promote the establishment of sustainable assessment bases capable of supporting
desired levels of municipal service provision.
Implementation of the land use concept of this ASP will forward the goal and objectives of IDP
Section 4.0 by providing jobs and adding to the variety of local services and the sustainability of
the regional economy.
Bowden Fas Gas
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The goal and objectives of the IDP Transportation section (6.0) are:
Goal: To provide a coordinated transportation system that supports the safe and
efficient movement of persons and goods within the Plan Area.
Objectives:
1. To integrate transportation and land use considerations in all transportation decision
making.
2. To use a system of transportation planning and management that establishes a safe
and efficient transportation system.
3. To coordinate transportation planning among Alberta Transportation, Red Deer
County and the Town of Bowden.
As well, under the heading Utilities, Policy 7.4 requires that the County protect natural and
man‐made drainage courses that are critical to the overall management of storm water within
their jurisdiction.
3.2 Red Deer County Municipal Development Plan NO. 2012/26
The relevant policies from the Red Deer County Municipal Development Plan (MDP) are as
follows.
6.1.1 New Industrial and Commercial Development
a. New industrial and commercial development shall be encouraged to locate on
undeveloped lots in existing and new industrial and commercial parks identified
as Future Commercial/Industrial on the Future Growth Areas Concept Map
(Map 1), and in Hamlets.
b. The County shall support future commercial and industrial Nodal Development
that occurs at appropriate locations pursuant to Policy 6.1.5 (Highway
Commercial and Business Park Development).
Sustained service to the traveling public for more than 40 years is indicative of the
appropriateness of this location for expansion of commercial development.
6.1.5 Highway Commercial and Business Park Development
The County may support the Nodal Development of new highway commercial,
business park, and rural industrial park development that is concentrated at
appropriate locations where highway access can be designed and coordinated, and
shall be reviewed in accordance with the following:
a. the proposed development does not negatively impact lands adjacent to the
proposed development;
The expansion of the existing gas bar operation will not adversely impact adjacent
developments. Agricultural operations will continue to be the predominant use in the Plan
area.
b. the development is located in proximity to supportive industrial or commercial
uses and activities that are complementary in order to concentrate development
in nodes at highway intersections or interchanges or at approved and planned
access points along highway corridors;
The expansion of the existing gas bar operation concentrates development at approved access
points along the north bound lanes of the QEII highway corridor.
Bowden Fas Gas
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c.

the site is suitable in terms of soil stability, groundwater level, and drainage;

The site is high and well drained. Some alteration to the landform of the card lock facility site
may be required to achieve the desired drainage pattern.
d. provisions for access and impacts on the transportation network are addressed;
The ASP and accompanying Transportation Impact Assessment (TIA) will provide a means to
address the impacts on the transportation network.
e. the proposal conforms with relevant statutory plans, non‐statutory documents,
and the Land Use Bylaw.
The preceding and following discussions address compliance with statutory plans, non‐statutory
documents and the Land Use Bylaw. The proposed rezoning and subsequent development
comply with all the criteria listed above.
8.2.4 Efficient Use of Transportation Network
The efficient use of existing transportation facilities will be encouraged through the
subdivision approval and development permit processes. Developments with the
potential to generate substantial transportation impact (high traffic volumes or heavy
trucks) will be directed to those networks which have been designed and constructed
to accommodate such development.
The proposed card lock facility is appropriately located with direct access to the northbound
lanes of Alberta’s busiest freeway. The expansion will utilize the same deceleration and
acceleration lanes to QEII as the gas bar operation.
8.2.7 Traffic Impact Assessments
The County may require applicants for major development proposals and multi‐lot
subdivision applications to prepare traffic impact assessments (TIA) as a means of
determining road access and roadway improvement and upgrading requirements.
TIAs shall be a condition of approval for subdivision or development permit approvals.
A comprehensive TIA is included in Appendix – B. Highlights of the TIA are summarized in
Section 6.1 of this Area Structure Plan.
8.2.8 Development in Proximity to Highways
Developments that are expected to generate relatively large traffic volumes will be
encouraged to locate near highways, in specific areas where access can be designed
and coordinated, such as at highway intersections or interchanges. Any improvements
to the highway system that are required as a result of a development or subdivision
proposal shall be carried out at the developer’s expense.
The card lock facility is appropriately located with direct access to the northbound lanes of QEII.
8.2.9 Coordination with Alberta Transportation
The County will work with Alberta Transportation to coordinate the planning of
future highway upgrades and routing. In addition, the County shall work with Alberta
Transportation to coordinate land use in the vicinity of highways. To this end the
County may negotiate a highway vicinity management agreement in accordance with
the Regulation.
Comments from Alberta Transportation obtained during the circulation of this ASP (MGA
s636(1)(f)) will guide future planning.
Bowden Fas Gas
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4.

VISION AND DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES

4.1

4.2






5.

Vision
To take advantage of the synergy at an existing access point along the QEII highway
corridor as a means of sustaining a competitive position in the central Alberta marketplace.
Objectives
To expand the existing 1.01 Commercial Land Use Area to 3.85 hectare in size changing
2.84 hectares of the Plan area from Agriculture Land Use Area to Commercial Land Use
Area to accommodate the addition of a card lock facility (Figure 4 – Future Land Use
Concept).
To recognize the potential for food service facilities on the same site in preparing this
ASP.
To continue the historic agricultural use for the remainder of the parcel.
To provide economic development and employment opportunities for local and regional
residents.

LAND USE CONCEPT

The Future Land Use Concept (Figure 4) shows the existing automotive gas bar and the
expansion of the 1.01 hectare commercial site to 3.85 hectares to accommodate the proposed
card lock facility and potentially food service facilities.
5.1 Commercial Land Use Area
The existing Commercial Land Use Area is show in pink and the proposed Commercial Land Use
Area is shown in red on Figure 4. 2.84 hectares of the Plan area will need to be re‐designated
from agriculture to commercial to allow for the expansion of the 1.01 hectare existing gas bar
operation to accommodate the proposed card lock facility and paved parking aprons. The
expanded 3.85 hectare site is to be re‐designated to Commercial Land Use Area as shown on
Figure 4. At this time, automotive gas bar is the only use contemplated for the Commercial
Land Use Area. However, the addition of food service facilities to serve the travelling public is
contemplated at some future date.
Gasoline and diesel fuel will be transferred from above ground storage tanks to the existing
eight bay gas bar and eight bay card lock facility. No changes are being contemplated to the
retail store. The existing operation will serve the card lock expansion and the existing gas bar
facility. Landscaping of the new circulation and parking areas is proposed.
5.2 Agricultural Land Use Area
The agricultural use will continue to occupy the remainder of the Plan Area. No other land use
designations are proposed.
Table 1 displays the land use statistics for the Plan area with Table 2 projecting potential
employment for the gas bar and card lock facilities only.
Table 1 ‐ Land Use Calculation
Area (ha)

% of GDA

Gross Developable Area (GDA)

32.186

100

Commercial Land Use Area

3.85

12.0

Agriculture Land Use Area

28.336

88.0
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FIGURE 4 - LAND USE CONCEPT

Table 2 ‐ Employee and Commercial Land Use Calculation

Area (ha)

Space (Square
Footage)

Employees per
square foot

Number of
Employees

Retail

3.85

2,600

0.010

26

Total

3.85

2,600

0.010

26

The Developer is considering adding food service facilities in the future. Prior to applying for a
Food and Beverage Service Facility use the developer must first deal with existing constraints,
including the presence of a wastewater treatment facility with 300 metre of the proposed food
service location and the consequence of documented hydro‐carbon contamination. The
potential food service facilities would be located adjacent to the north side of the existing
convenience store and would not require expansion of the commercial land use area.

6.

POLICY DIRECTION

6.1

General

6.1.1
6.2

The Plan area is to remain intact.

Commercial Land Use Area
Goal
To enhance the provision of vehicle oriented commercial services to the traveling public.
Objective
To direct expansion of a commercial development adjacent QEII.
Policies

6.2.1

The development footprint shall be minimized and only a 2.84 hectares area will be
rezoned and added to the existing automotive gas bar shown in Pink on Figure 4 –
Future Land Use Concept, with card lock facility and yards shown in Red on Figure 4.

6.2.2

A legal survey carried out by a qualified professional shall be required to fix the
boundary between the Agricultural Land Use Area and Commercial Land Use Area.

6.2.3

All developments shall adhere to the landscaping standards included in the Red
Deer County Land Use Bylaw 2006 and the Highway 2/2A Design Study.

6.2.4

The Commercial Land Use Area shall be serviced with water from an existing well
with wastewater treatment through the existing septic system.

6.3

Agricultural Land Use Area
Goal
To conserve agricultural lands for agricultural purposes.
Objective
To direct the use of agricultural land.
Policies

6.3.1

The remainder of the Plan area shall continue to be used for agricultural purposes.

6.3.2

No permanent developments shall be permitted in the Agricultural Land Use Area
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7.

ENVIRONMENT
Goal
To protect natural environmental resources.
Objectives
To protect natural and environmental resources from inappropriate development.
To minimize the negative impacts of hydrocarbon contamination on groundwater and
soils on site.
Policies

8.

7.1.1

The Plan area shall be protected from inappropriate development.

7.1.2

The landowner shall continue to implement the Remediation Work Plan
(Appendix A) approved by the Alberta Energy Regulator.

TRANSPORTATION AND SERVICING

The addition of the proposed card lock facility will not require upgrades to either the existing
water or wastewater systems.
8.1

Water, Wastewater and Storm Water Service
Goal:
To service future development with safe, efficient and secure water and wastewater
systems and to ensure that stormwater drainage is adequately managed.
Objectives:
To ensure adequate access to potable water.
To ensure that all developments are adequately serviced by provincially and municipally
approved waste water systems.
To prevent all developments from being negatively impacted from overland stormwater
Policies

8.1.1

Water shall be drawn from an existing well located about 200 metres north of the
convenience commercial establishment.

8.1.2

Wastewater shall be handled with an existing system of tanks and a lagoon.

8.1.3

Stormwater management facilities shall be designed to contain overland runoff and
to release stormwater as per the stormwater plan to be completed prior to
issuance of a development permit.

8.1.4

Existing natural drainage courses and wetlands shall be conserved whenever
possible and may be used in conjunction with stormwater management facilities.

8.2

Transportation
Goal:
To allow for efficient, effective and safe access and egress.

Bowden Fas Gas
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Objective:
To ensure that internal circulation and parking facilities meet the needs of area residents,
and the travelling public.
Vehicle circulation within the site is separated into two streams with vehicles bound for the gas
bar and retail store using the existing approach and parking. Trucks accessing the card lock
facility will bear right through the card lock fueling stations to 27 truck parking stalls. Trucks
exiting the card lock facility and parking area will join vehicles exiting from the gas bar prior to
merging with traffic on the QEII.
Policies
8.2.1

Access to and from the Plan area shall be directly from the northbound lanes of
QEII.

8.2.2

The TIA completed for the project is located in Appendix B. The TIA was completed
to include the potential for a Food and Beverage Service Facility use allowed in the
zone.
The conclusion of the TIA is as follows:
This analysis has indicated that the anticipated traffic generated from the site can be contained
within the site. It is considered extremely unlikely that traffic would queue out onto the
highway.

9.

OIL AND GAS INFRASTRUCTURE
9.1.1

All setback requirements from oil and gas infrastructure (i.e. operating and
abandoned oil and gas wells, pipelines, etc.) must be confirmed with the Provincial
department having jurisdiction.

10. IMPLEMENTATION
10.1 General
Policies
10.1.1 The implementation of the Fas Gas Area Structure Plan requires that the Land Use
Bylaw be amended to redistrict an additional 2.84 hectare of the Plan area from
Agriculture Land Use Area to Commercial Land Use Area as depicted on Figure 4.
10.1.2 The potential addition of food service facilities would require Provincial, Regional
Health Authority and Municipal approvals given the existence of the sewage lagoon.
However, an amendment to this ASP will not be required.
The redistricting will allow for the creation of a sustainable fuel service for the benefit of
regional residents.
10.2 Sequence of Development
10.2.1 The single development sequence will be the construction of the parking areas
followed by installation of the proposed card lock fueling facilities.
Development to include a food service facility would be predicated on changes to the waste
water treatment system and appropriate remediation of the hydro‐carbon contamination and
would be the subject of a separate development permit application.
Bowden Fas Gas
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APPENDIX B
Transportation Impact Assessment

MEMO
Date:

May 06, 2019

Project:

Bowden FAS GAS Redevelopment

Subject:

Traffic Review

To:

Jonathan Paul | ctm Design Services Ltd

From:

Jason Dunn

Project #: 02-19-0072

INTRODUCTION
Parkland Fuel Corporation is undertaking the redevelopment of the FAS GAS fuel stop located off
Highway 2 near the Town of Bowden, Alberta. The existing site has eight (8) fuel pumps and a
2,600 sqft convenience store.
The proposed redevelopment includes the addition of three (3) Cardlock filling positions (pumps)
for trucks, 27 truck parking stalls and a 1,500 sqft drive through facility, which will probably be a
coffee shop style development. The site plan is shown in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Site Plan

Alberta Transportation (AT) requested an analysis to confirm that the additional traffic from the
redevelopment of the site would not queue back onto the highway and cause a safety concern. The
amount of available storage space was taken from the start of the taper to the point on site where
the truck traffic and vehicle traffic splits. This distance is approximately 435 metres and is shown in
Figure 2 below.
Alberta Transportation’s Highway Geometric Design Guide, Figure E-1.1 Design Standards of Exit &
Entrance Terminals for Divided Highways at Interchanges, indicates that the deceleration taper
length for a design speed of 120 km/hr is 275 metres. This matches the current taper.
The Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) Geometric Design Guide for Canadian Roads, Table
9.9.4: Design Intersection Sight Distance indicates that the Sight Stopping Distance (SSD) for a
design speed of 120 km/hr is 250 metres. This indicates that a vehicle could come to a complete
stop within the length of the deceleration taper if required.
Therefore the remaining length of the off ramp could be considered able to store queued vehicles
without impacting the through traffic on the highway. The remaining length is 160 metres (435 –
275 = 160 m).
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Figure 2: Length of off-ramp
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SITE TRAFFIC
The site traffic using the off ramp was counted on April 30, 2019. The weather condition for the
count was cloudy and the road condition was good. The counts indicated 46 inbound trips in the
AM peak hour and inbound 45 trips in the PM peak hour. The counts also indicated that the trucks
were 30% of the total traffic volumes coming into the site.
The anticipated trip generation from the proposed uses are contained in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Trip Generation Rates
USE
Gasoline Pump with
convenience
market
Coffee Shop with
Drive Through
Truck Stop

AM PEAK HOUR
Trip Rate
In
12.47 per
51%
pump
88.99 per
1,000 ft2
7.18 per
pump

Out
49%

51%

49%

50%

50%

PM PEAK HOUR
Trip Rate
13.99 per
pump
43.48 per
1,000 ft2
8.41 per pump

In
51%

Out
49%

DATA
SOURCE
ITE 945

50%

50%

ITE 937

50%

50%

ITE 945

The expected development generated trips are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Vehicle Trip Generation
HORIZON
Opening Day
(2019)

USE
ITE 945
ITE 937
ITE 945

DENSITY
8 Pumps
1,500 sqft
3 Pumps
TOTAL

AM PEAK HOUR
Total
In
100
51
134
68
22
11
256
130

Out
49
64
11
126

PM PEAK HOUR
Total
In
112
57
65
33
26
13
203
103

Out
55
32
13
100

The trip generation indicates that the ITE trip generate rate anticipates higher volumes than was
actually counted on site. This indicates that the use of the ITE rates is conservative and appropriate
for the review of this development.

POTENTIAL QUEUING
As noted above, the available queue storage length before it impacts the through traffic on the
highway is 160 metres. If the average length of a vehicle is taken as 6 metres and the average
length of a truck is taken as 25 metres, then a total of 11 vehicles could fit in this queue length (9
cars and 2 trucks).
If it was assumed that the traffic arrived in a continuous flow, using the AM peak hour volume of
130 vehicles, it would take 5 minutes for the storage length to fill up with 11 vehicles. (11/130*60
= 5 minutes).
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Another method to examine potential queuing is to analysis the point where the off ramp enters the
site as if it were stop controlled. This scenario was analysed using the Synchro software. The
analysis indicated that the 95th percentile queue length would be 14 metres. This is considerably
less than the 160 metres of storage that is available.
Once on the site, there is sufficient queuing to the pumps and to the drive through window to
accommodate the anticipated traffic volumes. Depending on stacking arrangements, there is space
for 34 vehicles at or waiting for fuel pumps, 10 vehicles in the drive through lane and 6 trucks at or
waiting for fuel pumps. There are also 19 vehicle parking stalls and 27 truck parking stalls on the
site.
All together, the site has the capacity to handle approximately half of the peak hour traffic turning
up all at once.

CONCLUSION
This analysis has indicated that the anticipated traffic generated from the site can be contained
within the site. It is considered extremely unlikely that traffic would queue out onto the highway.
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